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Section-A 
Q1).  Define and describe ‘Projects’. How these are different from ‘Routine Activities’? 
Examine the relevance of ‘Project Life cycle’ in successful convening of a project.  
Q2). Outlinethe detailed step-wise process of project planning. Examine various essentials of 
project planning too.            

Section-B 
Q3). Examine various aspects of technical feasibility citing objectives and relevance behind 
this exercise.  
Q4). How projects are appraised in terms of financial feasibility. Describe the various means 
of financing a project. 
Q5). Enumerate the detailed steps of conducting market and demand analysis. Suggest some 
ways to overcome limitations of demand forecasting.      
         

Section-C 
Q6). Describe ‘Social Cost Benefit Analysis (SCBA)’. Is it different from ‘Economic 
Analysis’? Discuss UNIDO approach of conducting SCBA.              
Q7). “Scenario analysis is one step ahead of sensitivity technique for incorporating risk in 
Project’s Financial Feasibility”. Elucidate the statement.   
Q8). Write short note on followings: 
a). Significance of ‘Time Value of Money’ concept in Financial Decisions.   5 
b). Shadow Pricing and its role in Project’s Financial Feasibility    5 

 
Section-D 

Q9). Write short note on followings: 
a). Examine in detail various alternatives forms of project organization citing advantages and 
limitations of each form.          7 
b). Discuss human aspects of project management.       3 
Q10).  Describe in detail the role and importance of project monitoring and review citing the 
framework of it.          
 


